
All Floors.  
One Machine.

KAIVAC® ALL FLOOR™ SYSTEM



 

K A I VA C ®  A L L  F L O O R ™  C L E A N I N G  S Y S T E M

Designed to deep clean high volumes of both hard surface flooring and carpeting 
on a single platform, the Kaivac All Floor cleaning system can easily switch 
between modes for the best of both worlds. The All Floor eliminates the need for 
multiple single-purpose floor cleaning machines by combining the capabilities 
into a single system.

The push-behind system is as easy as walking. With two modes, the user can easily and seamlessly transition 
from hard surface flooring to carpeting. In carpet mode, the trailing squeegee head acts as a beater bar  
by agitating the carpet and then simultaneously lifting all the dust and debris. The vacuum hose draws  
water from the trolley to mix and capture dust into a slurry before being filtered in the recovery tank. 
In hard surface mode, the system uses the same technology as the AutoVac Stretch™,  
cleaning large areas of flooring in a single pass.

CLEAN ALL FLOORS WITH ONE MACHINE 

Learn more  
about the All Floor  

cleaning system

+  Cleans 25,000+ sq ft. per hour 
on both carpet and hard 
flooring.

+  Uses up to 75% less water, 
reducing chemical usage  
by 66% or more.

+  Combines the functions of 
an auto scrubber, wet/dry 
vacuum, backpack vacuum, 
upright vacuum, and sweeper 
in one unit.

+  Patented Aquatic Air Scrubber 
filtration system integrates 
water as a filter, capturing and 
containing fine dust particles 
while providing consistent,  
high-volume vacuum lift. 

+  Lithium-ion batteries enable 
1-2 hours of continuous 
runtime with an enormous 
cordless cleaning range. 

+  Includes a breakaway wand, 
15-foot hose, and versatile 
accessories for high and low 
surfaces.

+  Empowers your workforce 
by utilizing a single, multi-
functional piece of equipment 
and allowing them to become 
experts.

+  Easy to learn and use with  
the KaiNect™ app, which offers 
training and maintenance 
videos, fleet management, 
usage data, and more.

+  Extremely low cost of 
ownership, and easy to 
maintain and repair in-house; 
no service call or technician 
required.

+  Ideal for facilities with a mix  
of flooring types, such as: 
hotels and resorts, retail, 
convention centers, casinos, 
office buildings, churches,  
and education facilities

FEATURES + BENEFITS



KAIVAC ALL FLOOR 
CLEANING SYSTEM

Protected by multiple US patents.  
Multiple patents pending.

LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Allows free and quick movement at  
any time of the day throughout the facility.

POWERED BY

SINGLE OR DUAL  
LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

Enable one to two hours 
of continuous runtime 
with enormous cordless 
cleaning range.

10-GALLON TROLLEY 
BUCKET WITH CONVENIENT  
THUMB THROTTLE 

Trolley bucket holds 10 gallons of 
clean and fresh solution. Elongated 
spigot handle with thumb throttle 
allows users to control the spigot flow 
at their fingertips.

SUPPLY BAG

Convenient supply bag offers 
storage for tools, spray bottles, 
restocking supplies, and more.

See kaivac.com for more information and complete specifications.

VACUUM WAND WITH 
ATTACHMENT OPTIONS

Lightweight vacuum  
wand with multiple 

attachment options and  
15-foot hose allows for 

breakaway cleaning 
applications.

NO-DRIP STORAGE TRAY

Convenient location to 
store optional vacuum 

wand or speed spreader.

INDUSTRIAL-STRENGTH 
VACUUM MOTOR

Enables powerful vacuum lift 
that never loses suction.

10-GALLON VACUUM 
TANK WITH EASY- 

FLUSHING DUMP HOSE

Vacuum tank holds  
10 gallons of recovered 

cleaning solution. Dump 
hose allows quick and 
ergonomic draining of 
vacuum tank contents.

28” DROP-DOWN 
SQUEEGEE HEAD

Efficiently removes soils 
and solution, leaving floors 
clean and dry.

MICROFIBER PAD  
AND FRAME

For evenly spreading  
cleaning solution.

SCUFF REMOVER

Quickly and easily remove 
scuffs from floors.

 
KAINECT™ APP  
INTEGRATION

KaiNect offers training and 
maintenance videos, fleet 
management, usage data, 
and more. 

TRANSFER SPIGOT 
(NOT SHOWN)

Transfers filtered cleaning 
solution from the vacuum/

solution tank into the  
trolley bucket for reuse.

MIXING TUBE 
(NOT SHOWN)

Integrates water as a 
filter utilizing Aquatic Air 

Scrubber technology.

CARPET AND 
UPHOLSTERY EXTRACTOR

Extract liquids from carpets, 
matting, and upholstery.



Save time. Save money.  
Choose smarter cleaning equipment. 

Call Kaivac today for a free consultation at 800-287-1136 
or visit us online at kaivac.com
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